
Complete quest, and get rewards.

members into contributors 🚀

spots and get instant rewards by 
completing quests.

engagement of our community 
include its gamified approach, 
ease of use and integration, and 
ability to track metrics. 
 

in line with the goals of our growing 
Matrix community on a daily basis.

Zealy.io is a platform that helps
web3 communities drive growth
and engagement by turning their

With Zealy.io, community members
compete for the leaderboard's top

As Matrix, some of the reasons why
we chose Zealy.io for the growth and

What is Zealy.io ? Why we chose Zealy.io ?

MATRIX  Zealy.io Community

Zealy.io provides excellent solutions



Anyone can join!
all quests are easy and anyone can complete them!

Become a MATRIXIAN!

Like Retweet and Comment

Daily-Weekly-Monthly

Welcome. Start by following all  
community channels to become 
a Matrixian!

It's clear enough. Engage with tweet posts.

Recurring quests within specified time 
periods. Don't forget to stop by again 
to increase your rank!



Get a Discord Account 
and join the Matrix Official 
discord channel!

Community with your 
Discord account

Start doing quests and 
increase your rank!

Connect to the Matrix Zealy.io

Zealy.io

How to join Matrix Zealy.io ?



Click "Connect" Connect with Discord https://zealy.io/c/matrixai

How to join Matrix Zealy.io?



Quest Buttons
You can filter the quest by clicking the buttons.

Become a Matrixian
The first step is to start by doing 
all the quests here once.  
This unlocks other quests!

Daily-Monthly-Weekly
Recurring quests within specified time 
periods. Don't forget to stop by again 
to increase your rank!

Like Retweet and Comment
New tweets will appear here 
as they arrive.



Click to do the quest!



Quest Score

Time Period
when the time is up you 
can redo the quest

the score that determines 
your ranking.





You can track your ranking here.



Rewards
You can see the rewards you will  
receive according to your rank



1 Using more than one account is prohibited.

2 The Matrix team reserves the right to close this program at any time.

3 The Matrix team has the right to make any changes.

4 Matrix reserves all rights in this program.

5 Rewards will be distributed approximately on the 5th of each month.

Terms of use




